
GLASS

Is arrogant, is like small talk

Dares you to let it be

Enough, goes most opaque

When clear, most clear when

Sent opaque, a thing which

Never totally happens

Sign to the eye to ignore

What it passes, trespasses

Which is that everything

You come to’s false rim

Or edge but still real

Save this night they fell

Or each seemed to as we

Walked past, not on

Their own but right through

The doing of others whereby

They chased away the boundaries

In a usual self-managing



And now could touch again

What presented to the eye

They were cars, I mean

The people were, but also

That’s what they unsaw

Into fire and sudden webs

Of craquelure we walked

Past, talked of as it happened

Like weather, small or at least

Local, here, come down

On both sides, changing

Nothing into everything

So briefly the clear went

Clearer, like a sound or

What still keeps you out

Remains of a store when

The glass gone, its absence

Hangs like an instant repair

Of the law almost running

From eye to fingertips

But not there so much

Not so much there

As attributed, the difference
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Between standing looking

And looking as you walk

With others, too many

Not enough, while some

Go out to the edge of the edge

Where it too waits
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POEM FOR  NOW 

AND  LATER

And then you wake. An engine room

Again, that ratio of silence to roar

Where each feels like the other

Kind of old-fashioned to arise

A little too decided in its means

The imagination still constrained

By the future of its needs, which run

Yet are themselves run. A game

In which stretching toward falls back

Less close. Like going on

From rough to smooth, but only like

Or brass, if brass were rain

That taught you how to measure loss

First the bed, which is so very

Forgiving that you often lose your place

In the trial, forgetting that it is



About some misplaced ornaments

About still only having surrounds

Then the aubade outside and beyond

Where almost lives each bird

That flies or sits, making up a way

Through the enterprise. That’s about it

Yet far from it, the least of it

Not so much that you have to do

Something, but wake to, driven

Like a broom through stained glass
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EXPERIENCE  

IN  GROUPS

Things are worse than they are.

The earth returns a usable world.

All my cells are pages stamped.

Half the time reach comes back

With nothing though everything

Touches everything else. The sun

Has gone out in the poem

In both senses of out, all senses

Of in. Or hasn’t yet come, has

Too weakly to be felt on your back.

Sunlight messaging the streets

Makes them look spread with quiet



Excuses for motion called place.

One day hate-rhymes with the next.

Things stay together, the center can hold.

We know a few reasons for this

Through which the ones we don’t

Escape. But be calm, as calm as

Small green plums in the fridge

At the end of August. If only one’s left

Be easy instead. Each feeling

Departs the time in which it lasts

For another point on the graph,

The next chest in the world. You are

A host of the temporary, taking

The short view of a long century

Already ending, leaving, left behind.

The difference between escape and departure,

The difference between command and

Instruction, between description and praise,
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Praise and assent, assent and complicity,

Complicity and fold, fold and seam,

Seam and border, border and line,

Line and detention (at a border),

Detention and camp, camp and asylum,

Asylum and detention at a border,

Detention at a border and rest,

Rest and care, care and worry is

Fog become rain when it hits the pines.

Dramatic irony not not knowing things

But not knowing the things you do.

And they aren’t things, but a time,

The jail of the year. What can be done?

The dishes somehow are clean,

That struggle is over. You can leave

The kitchen entirely, without guilt,

Flick, turn, or pull down the light.

It’s been one of those lives in a day
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Repeating vague portions of the new

To make time right, but it isn’t, filled

With objects at the end of the aisle

Of a stare. So the little collisions

Experienced as progress through.

But it isn’t, it won’t, so be patient

As the future, things not even

Yet in the ground. Be ground,

Though not the one we having are.
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